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 The Wellspring program at BENCO Electric Cooperative provides co-op members with an easy, affordable and 
meaningful way to support sustainable energy efforts. This program enables you to offset your conventional energy use and 
take pride in helping promote and expand renewable energy development in the state of  Minnesota.
 Small acts can have a huge impact. As more members support the program, more opportunities arise to generate 
power from renewable sources. Wellspring is a voluntary program offered to BENCO members. While the electricity that is 
delivered to all homes includes some renewable energy in the mix, including wind and solar, participating in the Wellspring 
program is an added bonus. Additional turbines and solar panels are built specifically for those who subscribe to Wellspring. 
As long as there is an increasing demand for Wellspring energy, more renewables will be added to our diverse mix of  
generation resources.

 How does the program work?
 •  An average home uses 800 - 1,000 kWh hours of  electricity per month
 •  You can purchase Wellspring Energy in 100 kWh blocks
 •  Eight to ten blocks is equivalent to an average home’s monthly electric use
 •  Participating members pay an additional amount on their electric bills

 How long do I have to stay on the program?
 •  You must remain on the program for at least 12 months. After 12 months, you may discontinue participation at  
 any time.

 Where is Wellspring wind energy produced?
 •  Wind energy is produced from large wind turbines located mainly in southern Minnesota, while the solar energy is 
 produced by Great River Energy solar resources throughout the state of  Minnesota. In 2015, wind resources
 accounted for 469 MW of  total generation capacity. Fifteen MW of  wind generation are dedicated to the
 Wellspring wind program. Currently, GRE solar resources account for nearly 2 MW of  total generation capacity. 
 Approximately 550 kW are dedicated to the Wellspring solar program.

 
Continued on page 3
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What’s Cookin’: Caramel Apple Salad
From the Kitchen of: Lee Hertling

Ingredients:  
• 2 cups powdered sugar  
• 1 cup softened butter (cream well, then add)   
• 1 16 oz. container of Cool Whip
• 1 large can of drained pineapple
• 3 Granny Smith apples, unpeeled, cored and cubed

Instructions:
Blend powdered sugar, butter and Cool Whip together. Add pineapple, apples and cocktail 
peanuts (add peanuts right before serving so they are crunchier).

What’s Cookin’ in your Kitchen?

You can receive a $20 credit on your electric bill if your recipe gets printed in the newsletter.
Send your favorite recipes to: 

Chelsea, BENCO Electric Cooperative, PO Box 8, Mankato, MN 56002
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This newsletter is published monthly by 
BENCO Electric Cooperative, 
PO BOX 8, Mankato, MN 56002-0008.

Office Hours: Mon -Fri - 7:30 am - 4:00 pm

Phone: 387-7963 or 1-888-792-3626

Outages/After Hours: 387-7964 or 
1-888-792-3626

Kathy Gerber - Member Services Manager
Chelsea Germo - Editor
Board of Directors:
Blake Meshke - President - District 6
Brad Leiding - Vice President - District 3
Harlan Lanz - Secretary - District 2
Marilyn Lynch - Treasurer - District 5
Terry Genelin - District 1
John Wells - District 4 - MREA Director
Gary Stenzel - District 7 - GRE Director
Duane Ehrich - District 8
Scott Johnson - District 9
Dave Sunderman - CEO
John C. (Chuck) Peterson - Attorney

Board Meetings: The last Thursday of each month - 
members are welcome to contact directors with items 
of interest or concerns in advance of the meetings.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider and 
employer.

     Utility poles are the backbone of  our distribution network. They ensure a reliable electric system, which is why we 
routinely have the poles on our system inspected. BENCO contracts with STAR Energy Services for pole inspections. 
STAR is based in Alexandria, MN and is owned by seven electric cooperatives. Through the year, poles are checked for 
decay caused by exposure to the elements. Typically, a standard wooden distribution pole is expected to last more than 
50 years.
     Occasionally, poles are replaced for other reasons besides decay and old age. Weather disasters, power line relocation 

and car crashes are potential causes for 
immediate replacement.
     Here is a quick breakdown of  how 
crews replace a utility pole:
     Replacing a pole begins with crews 
digging a hole, typically next to the pole 
being replaced. The depth of  the hole 
must be at least six feet deep. Next, the 
new pole is fitted with bolts, cross arms, 
insulators, ground wires and arm braces 
- all of  the necessary parts for delivering 
safe and reliable electricity. Then, crews 
safely detach the power lines from the 
old pole. The new pole is raised and 
guided carefully into position, and the 
lines are attached, leaving the new pole 
to do its job.

Why Replace Utility Poles?
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Meet with the Manager: Members interested can meet with CEO Dave 
Sunderman on Friday, October 4, 2019 at BENCO Electric Cooperative. Dave will 
be available at 9:00 am to answer questions from members. If you’re unable to 
attend the meeting, Dave is always available if you want to call or stop in the office. 

How much does it really cost?
The electric grid requires a large amount of  money to build and maintain. This quick quiz puts into perspective some 

of  the average costs to build the system and provide electricity to your home.

How much does an overhead 
transformer cost?

A. $500
B. $600
C. $850
D. $1,500

Answer: B, $600. Overhead 
transformers convert the voltage 
along the power lines to a safe level 
for your home.

How much does a padmount 
transformer cost?

A. $1,000
B. $1,200
C. $1,300
D. $2,000

Answer: A, $1,000. Padmounts have 
the same function as an overhead 
transofmer, except this equipment is 
used with underground cable.

How much does a large bucket 
truck cost?

A. $150,000
B. $200,000
C. $250,000
D. $300,000

Answer: C, $250,000. BENCO has 
11 bucket trucks, eight large and three 
small.

 At Great River Energy’s Strategic Planning meeting 
in July, much of  the discussion was centered around 
reducing carbon emissions. Great River Energy’s goal is 
to achieve 50% renewable energy by 2030.
 Great River Energy has a fully functional 20 kW 
solar array located at BENCO’s office in Mankato. It was 
built and installed in July of  2015. 
 In January of  2019, BENCO’s Wellspring wind 
program, explained on pages 1 and 3, experienced a 
change in costs, decreasing from $0.40 per 100 kWh 
block to $0.20 per 100 kWh block.
 Please feel free to stop in at the office or call me 
anytime if  you have any questions or concerns. 

 Cooperatively yours, 

From the Board
Thursday, June 27, 2019
Blake Meshke Presided

The board reviewed and approved 
the minutes of  the May 30, 2019 
board meeting.

Chuck Peterson gave the legal 
report and reviewed recent work for 
the Cooperative.

Managers and Directors reviewed 
and approved the Form 990.

The Safety Report included a report 
of  a new employee safety checklist 
being developed.

John gave the Energy Services 
Report and is continuing to review 
ways to reduce wholesale power cost.

BENCO will be at Farmfest in 
August with Touchstone Energy and 
other southern Minnesota electric 
cooperatives.

Directors’ reports were as follows:
Gary reported on Great River 

Energy.
Blake and Duane gave the CTV 

Report.
John reported on MREA.
Those directors attending reported 

on the GRE Annual Meeting and the 
CTV Annual Meeting.

CEO Corner

Kevin L. Spieker, Bingham Lake
Eric M. Stade, Sleepy Eye
James C. Steffen, Alexandria
Christina J. Stewart, Mankato
Rhonda Stock, Mankato
Lorraine G. Struck, St. Peter
Chempolil S. Suri, Mankato
Roger S. Sward, Madison Lake
Alan J. Sweere, Saginaw
Daniel P. Swink, Mankato

T
Jamie L. Tordsen, Alexandria

V
Michael D. Vander Kooi, Mankato

Where, Oh Where?
The following is a list of  former 
BENCO Members whose capital 
credit checks were returned by the 
post office as undeliverable. Any 
information you can give us to 
help locate them would be greatly 
appreciated. Please contact Lori at 
387-7963 or 1-888-792-3626.

S
Mike P. Sinell, Good Thunder
Daniel J. Smith, Sandstone
Jared R. Smith, Madison Lake
Lori L. Southwick, Minneapolis

Charles D. Vannieuwenhoven, Tampa, 
FL
John D. Veroeven, Mankato

W
Dale E. Wacholz, Mankato
Kim D. Wegener, North Mankato
Adam P. Weingartz, Mankato
Travis J. Wetzel, Mankato
Edward E. Wigley, Mankato
Randy J. Willis, Madison Lake, 
George H. Wullschlager, Mankato

Z
Leonard Zimmerman, Mankato

PCA Update

The Power Cost Adjustment (PCA) 
is due to changes in the monthly 

wholesale rate from our power 
supplier, Great River Energy (GRE).

Actual PCA for July
$0.0357

Estimated PCA for August 
$0.0358

Estimated PCA for September 
$0.0247
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 Will power in my home be dependent on the wind blowing or the sun shining?
 •  No. Your power will continue as usual because additional generation is built to ensure power is    
 supplied when the wind is not blowing or the sun is not shining.

 What exactly am I buying?
 •  Those who participate in the Wellspring program are purchasing renewable energy credits (RECs).
 For every 1,000 kWhs of  clean, renewable electricity generation, a REC is created. A REC embodies all   
 of  the environmental attributes of  the generation and can be tracked separately from the underlying
 electricity. We are providing Wellspring energy to you through our investments as a generation and
 transmission cooperative.

 Can we generate all our electricity from wind and solar?
 •  No. Wind and solar are great ways to meet some of  our electricity needs. However, wind and solar
 could never generate all of  our electricity needs because the wind doesn’t blow, and the sun doesn’t
 shine all the time. Quite often, wind doesn’t blow at all during some of  the hottest days of  summer,
 when people are using the most electricity. Wind is a good option, and we need to continue to harness
 its power. Wind-generated electricity is an important part of  the overall mix of  generation options.

 Are wind and solar energy cheaper to produce than other generation options?
 •  Not yet. Some day there may be a cheaper alternative, however, today, they are still more expensive 
 than traditional generation methods. By providing financial incentives, the government has helped
 increase the growth of  wind and solar energy. As technology advances and costs come down, both
 wind and solar become more and more cost competitive. Another factor is that the windiest areas are
 often far from the areas that need the power. Therefore, transmission lines need to be built, and this
 adds to the overall cost of  wind energy.

To qualify for the program, one must simply live in BENCO’s service territory. To learn more about the Wellspring 
program, visit our website www.benco.org/renewable-energy or contact our Energy Services Specialist at 507-387-7963.

Sign-up for the Wellspring Solar or Wind Program

      r   Yes, sign me up for the Wellspring Solar Program! (Current price is an additional $2.00/100 kWh/month)
     r   Yes, sign me up for the Wellspring Wind Program! (Current price is an additional $0.20/100 kWh/month)

      r 100 kWh       r 200 kWh      r 300 kWh     r 400 kWh    r 500 kWh
r 600 kWh     r 700 kWh       r 800 kWh     r 900 kWh    r 1,000 kWh     r  other

Name: ____________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________
Account Number: _________________________  Phone Number: _________________

For members interested in adding renewable energy to their energy mix without the commitment and cost of  
installing a wind turbine or solar array on their property BENCO offers Wellspring Solar and Wind. You can add either 
option in 100 kWh blocks. For wind this will add $0.20 cents per 100 kWh to your bill each month. For solar this will 
add $2.00 per 100 kWh to your bill each month.  

BENCO is implementing 
free testing for neutral 
isolators within our service 
territory. If  you would like 
your system tested, or have 
any additional questions, 
please contact Energy 
Specialist Jon Wheelock at 
507-779-7272 or 
jonw@benco.org.

Attention 
Dairy Farmers!

Great River Energy

GRE 20 kW solar array located at BENCO in Mankato.
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Meet with the Manager: Members interested can meet with CEO Dave 
Sunderman on Friday, October 4, 2019 at BENCO Electric Cooperative. Dave will 
be available at 9:00 am to answer questions from members. If you’re unable to 
attend the meeting, Dave is always available if you want to call or stop in the office. 
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 Will power in my home be dependent on the wind blowing or the sun shining?
 •  No. Your power will continue as usual because additional generation is built to ensure power is    
 supplied when the wind is not blowing or the sun is not shining.

 What exactly am I buying?
 •  Those who participate in the Wellspring program are purchasing renewable energy credits (RECs).
 For every 1,000 kWhs of  clean, renewable electricity generation, a REC is created. A REC embodies all   
 of  the environmental attributes of  the generation and can be tracked separately from the underlying
 electricity. We are providing Wellspring energy to you through our investments as a generation and
 transmission cooperative.

 Can we generate all our electricity from wind and solar?
 •  No. Wind and solar are great ways to meet some of  our electricity needs. However, wind and solar
 could never generate all of  our electricity needs because the wind doesn’t blow, and the sun doesn’t
 shine all the time. Quite often, wind doesn’t blow at all during some of  the hottest days of  summer,
 when people are using the most electricity. Wind is a good option, and we need to continue to harness
 its power. Wind-generated electricity is an important part of  the overall mix of  generation options.

 Are wind and solar energy cheaper to produce than other generation options?
 •  Not yet. Some day there may be a cheaper alternative, however, today, they are still more expensive 
 than traditional generation methods. By providing financial incentives, the government has helped
 increase the growth of  wind and solar energy. As technology advances and costs come down, both
 wind and solar become more and more cost competitive. Another factor is that the windiest areas are
 often far from the areas that need the power. Therefore, transmission lines need to be built, and this
 adds to the overall cost of  wind energy.

To qualify for the program, one must simply live in BENCO’s service territory. To learn more about the Wellspring 
program, visit our website www.benco.org/renewable-energy or contact our Energy Services Specialist at 507-387-7963.
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installing a wind turbine or solar array on their property BENCO offers Wellspring Solar and Wind. You can add either 
option in 100 kWh blocks. For wind this will add $0.20 cents per 100 kWh to your bill each month. For solar this will 
add $2.00 per 100 kWh to your bill each month.  

BENCO is implementing 
free testing for neutral 
isolators within our service 
territory. If  you would like 
your system tested, or have 
any additional questions, 
please contact Energy 
Specialist Jon Wheelock at 
507-779-7272 or 
jonw@benco.org.
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Great River Energy

GRE 20 kW solar array located at BENCO in Mankato.
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Wellspring - Your Opportunity to Support Wind & Solar Power

BENCO Electric Cooperative Link
August 2019

 The Wellspring program at BENCO Electric Cooperative provides co-op members with an easy, affordable and 
meaningful way to support sustainable energy efforts. This program enables you to offset your conventional energy use and 
take pride in helping promote and expand renewable energy development in the state of  Minnesota.
 Small acts can have a huge impact. As more members support the program, more opportunities arise to generate 
power from renewable sources. Wellspring is a voluntary program offered to BENCO members. While the electricity that is 
delivered to all homes includes some renewable energy in the mix, including wind and solar, participating in the Wellspring 
program is an added bonus. Additional turbines and solar panels are built specifically for those who subscribe to Wellspring. 
As long as there is an increasing demand for Wellspring energy, more renewables will be added to our diverse mix of  
generation resources.

 How does the program work?
 •  An average home uses 800 - 1,000 kWh hours of  electricity per month
 •  You can purchase Wellspring Energy in 100 kWh blocks
 •  Eight to ten blocks is equivalent to an average home’s monthly electric use
 •  Participating members pay an additional amount on their electric bills

 How long do I have to stay on the program?
 •  You must remain on the program for at least 12 months. After 12 months, you may discontinue participation at  
 any time.

 Where is Wellspring wind energy produced?
 •  Wind energy is produced from large wind turbines located mainly in southern Minnesota, while the solar energy is 
 produced by Great River Energy solar resources throughout the state of  Minnesota. In 2015, wind resources
 accounted for 469 MW of  total generation capacity. Fifteen MW of  wind generation are dedicated to the
 Wellspring wind program. Currently, GRE solar resources account for nearly 2 MW of  total generation capacity. 
 Approximately 550 kW are dedicated to the Wellspring solar program.
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What’s Cookin’: Caramel Apple Salad
From the Kitchen of: Lee Hertling

Ingredients:  
• 2 cups powdered sugar  
• 1 cup softened butter (cream well, then add)   
• 1 16 oz. container of Cool Whip
• 1 large can of drained pineapple
• 3 Granny Smith apples, unpeeled, cored and cubed

Instructions:
Blend powdered sugar, butter and Cool Whip together. Add pineapple, apples and cocktail 
peanuts (add peanuts right before serving so they are crunchier).

What’s Cookin’ in your Kitchen?

You can receive a $20 credit on your electric bill if your recipe gets printed in the newsletter.
Send your favorite recipes to: 

Chelsea, BENCO Electric Cooperative, PO Box 8, Mankato, MN 56002
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     Utility poles are the backbone of  our distribution network. They ensure a reliable electric system, which is why we 
routinely have the poles on our system inspected. BENCO contracts with STAR Energy Services for pole inspections. 
STAR is based in Alexandria, MN and is owned by seven electric cooperatives. Through the year, poles are checked for 
decay caused by exposure to the elements. Typically, a standard wooden distribution pole is expected to last more than 
50 years.
     Occasionally, poles are replaced for other reasons besides decay and old age. Weather disasters, power line relocation 

and car crashes are potential causes for 
immediate replacement.
     Here is a quick breakdown of  how 
crews replace a utility pole:
     Replacing a pole begins with crews 
digging a hole, typically next to the pole 
being replaced. The depth of  the hole 
must be at least six feet deep. Next, the 
new pole is fitted with bolts, cross arms, 
insulators, ground wires and arm braces 
- all of  the necessary parts for delivering 
safe and reliable electricity. Then, crews 
safely detach the power lines from the 
old pole. The new pole is raised and 
guided carefully into position, and the 
lines are attached, leaving the new pole 
to do its job.

Why Replace Utility Poles?
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BENCO Electric Cooperative Link
August 2019
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